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ABSTRACT: The effect of flexoelectric voltage on the electronic and
optical properties of single- and double-wall carbon nanotubes is
evaluated by the first-principles calculations. The voltage between the
inner channel of curved sp2 carbon nanostructures and their
surroundings scales linearly with nanotube wall curvature and can be
boosted/reversed by appropriate outer wall functionalization. We
predict and verify computationally that in double-wall nanotubes,
flexoelectricity causes a straddling to staggered band gap transition.
Accurate band structure calculations taking into account quasiparticle
corrections and excitonic effects lead to an estimated critical diameter
of ∼24 Å for this transition. Double-wall nanotubes above this
diameter have staggered band alignment and could be potentially used
for charge separation in photovoltaic devices.

KEYWORDS: excitonic photovoltaics, 1D van der Waals heterostructure, curvature effects, cylindrical double layer,
staggered band alignment, many body effects

Carbon nanotubes have been long envisaged as a
replacement of the current silicon-based technology

and posed for use in future nanoscale devices and applications.
They are presently seen as one of the main contenders to
become the next key electronic material after silicon.1,2 Among
many possible potential applications of carbon nanotubes, one
is for current generation in photovoltaic devices. At the
moment, carbon nanotubes have been already utilized in
photovoltaic devices, albeit in auxiliary roles, for example, for
improving charge separation and photocurrent generation3 or
as a material for counter electrode4 in dye-sensitized excitonic
solar cells. While these applications demonstrate their
versatility as device components, the use of carbon nanotubes
as an active medium for photovoltaic charge separation has not
been considered yet to the best of our knowledge. The
important condition of staggered band alignment to obtain the
interwall charge transfer state seems not to be satisfied in
double-wall carbon nanotubes (DWCNT). Here we consider
theoretically the possibility of charge separation using
DWCNT as an active medium and show that the straddling
(type I) to staggered (type II) band gap transition occurs in
DWCNT as their diameter increases. We identify flexoelectric
voltage as one of the key factors responsible for the creation of
staggered band alignment in DWCNT, suggesting new
potential applications in charge separation devices.
In planar graphene, the charge density of carbon p orbitals is

mirror-symmetric with respect to the atomic plane, as
illustrated in Figure 1a. When the graphene sheet is rolled to
form a nanotube, the curvature breaks the mirror symmetry. As

a result, π-electron density is “expelled” outward, creating a
flexoelectric local dipole moment in the direction of, and
proportional to, the curvature5,6,7 (Figure 1b). In the nanotube
geometry, this dipole moment acts as a cylindrical double layer.
The flexoelectric voltage Vflex between nanotube exterior and
inner channel is proportional to the density of dipole, and it
follows that Vflex = V0/D where D is the nanotube diameter and
V0 is a constant determined by flexoelectric polarizability of
graphene.5 To our knowledge, this effect has not been utilized
before, and in this work we confirm it with first-principles
calculations and explore its physical consequences.
We begin by verifying the existence and studying the scaling

of the flexoelectric voltage in single-wall carbon nanotubes
(SWCNT). Figure 1c shows density functional theory (DFT)
calculations for a series of SWCNT (black crosses) containing
both zigzag and armchair tubes. The shown values are the
electrostatic potential difference between the tube axis and
outside the tube. The potential distributions featured
distinctive uniform plateaus both in the outside region as
well as, except for a few of the thinnest tubes, inside channel,
clearly proving that the tube wall does act like a cylindrical
capacitor. The black line in Figure 1c is a linear fit to the data.
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Tubes with diameter below ∼10 Å were excluded from fitting,
as the flexoelectric dipole scales superlinearly at high
curvature.5,6 The equation for the fit is 2.56 eV/D[Å]. We
also calculated flexoelectric voltages for fullerenes, shown with
gray circles. The gray line is drawn at a slope of 5.12 eV/D[Å],
that is, twice of that for the nanotubes and represents the
theoretical prediction for fullerenes based on the nanotube fit
since the curvature of a sphere is twice that of a same-diameter
cylinder. Overall we see good agreement between calculations
and analytical predictions.
As an additional test, we have compared the energies of

SWCNT with Li+ and F− ions inside and outside the nanotube,
respectively, and with ion positions exchanged. The energy
difference upon such charge inversion (crosses in Figure 1c
inset) is somewhat above the “naıv̈e” predicted value of 2Vflex

shown with the blue line, perhaps due to the effects of π-
system polarization, but clearly follows a decreasing trend with
voltage as expected.
Flexoelectricity of sp2 carbon is a remarkable but also fairly

subtle effect. The absolute values of flexoelectric voltage of up
to 600−800 meV (Figure 1c), however impressive for a
nominally apolar material, may be insufficient for some
applications. It may thus be desirable to boost and/or change

the sign of the voltage across nanotube walls. We next discuss a
strategy to accomplish that via outer wall functionalization. A
natural way of inducing dipoles perpendicular to the nanotube
surface is by introducing appropriately oriented polar bonds.
Carbon nanotubes have long been known to be easily
fluorinated up to the C2F composition.8,9 With fluorine
being strongly electronegative, it is natural to assume that
fluorination should boost the voltage between the inner
nanotube channel and the outside. Indeed, our DFT
calculations yield voltages of C2F nanotubes of almost 3 V
(Figure 1d, red down triangles, with the structural model
shown in Figure 1e). Conversely, replacing fluorine with
hydrogen, which is electropositive with respect to carbon,
reverses the sign of bond dipole, producing voltages of up to
−2 V (Figure 1d, green up triangles). Thus, although
functionalization could strongly perturb the electronic proper-
ties of nanotubes, it may be a very powerful way of inducing
voltage for certain applications (such as the above-mentioned
ion capture or exchange).
Thus, we see that the expected flexoelectric voltage is real,

and many interesting applications can be imagined for it. The
energetic preference for negative (positive) ions inside
(outside) may invite ion-exchange or water desalination uses.

Figure 1. Flexoelectricity in sp2 carbon. The symmetry of π-orbitals in graphene (a) is broken in nanotubes by their curvature, displacing electron
density outward and creating a potential difference across the wall (b). (c) DFT data for voltage versus inverse diameter for (black crosses)
nanotubes and (gray circles) fullerenes. The black line is a linear fit Vflex(1/D) to large-diameter nanotubes, and the gray line is the same fit
multiplied by 2 (corresponding to larger curvature of fullerenes). The inset in (c) shows the DFT charge inversion energy (Li+ out, F− in vs F− out,
Li+ in); the line is the “theoretical” value, 2Vflex(1/D). (d) Tuning voltage with covalent functionalization. Decorating nanotube walls with
electronegative (electropositive) species creates bond dipoles that induce a positive (negative) voltage across the nanotube wall. Crosses and circles
correspond to flexoelectric voltages in (c). (e) Panel illustrates a (8, 0) carbon nanotube fluorinated to C2F stoichiometry.

Figure 2. Schematic model for band alignment in double-wall nanotubes. (a) The band gaps of individual isolated walls are inversely proportional
to their diameters, and the offset between the conduction bands is inverse-quadratic in diameter. In the DWCNT geometry, (b), this offset is
reduced by the flexoelectric voltage, scaling inversely with the diameter. For sufficiently large DWCNT (c), the voltage exceeds the offset, resulting
in a staggered-gap electronic structure and a charge-transfer excited state below the optical gap of the outer wall.
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From the chemical standpoint, the inner channel is a (Lewis)
acidic environment, suggesting novel redox chemistry
possibilities. Setting the above directions aside for future
study, here we focus on a third possibility: flexoelectrically
driven charge carrier separation in semiconducting double-wall
nanotubes.
The physical insight behind charge separation possibility is

illustrated in Figure 2. From here on, we will only discuss
semiconducting tubes. In DWCNT, the diameter difference δD
between inner and outer walls is approximately constant and
close to twice the interlayer spacing in graphite (δD ≈ 6.8 Å).
The optimum interwall distance of about 3.4 Å corresponds to
a tube index difference of 9. The band gap of SWCNT is
inversely proportional to the diameter, Eg = Kg/D

9, and in
isolation the two walls of a DWCNT can be thought of as
simply two materials whose band gaps differ only due to the
difference in their diameter, yielding straddling (type I) band
alignment, as shown in Figure 2a. The conduction band offset
scales asymptotically as inverse-square diameter, 1/(Dout −
δD) − 1/Dout ∼ 1/Dout

2 in this case. But when the inner wall is
placed inside the outer one, the flexoelectric voltage of the
outer wall shifts the band structure of the inner wall down by,
based on the discussion above, Vflex ∼ 1/Dout, as illustrated in
Figure 2b. The shift creates a staggered (type II) band
alignment (Figure 2c), with VBM on the outer tube and CBM
on the inner. This situation can be realized in noninteracting
tubes, for example, in a hypothetical (n − 18,0)@(n,0) system
where the interwall distance is doubled compared to the
normal DWCNT. The positions of the Kohn−Sham valence
band maxima (VBM) and conduction band minima (CBM) of
(n − 18,0) and (n,0) SWCNT as well as their Fermi levels as a
function of n yielding straddling band alignment is shown in
Figure 3a. We verified with a DFT calculation that when the
inner wall is placed inside the outer one, the flexoelectric
voltage of the outer wall shifts the band structure of the inner
wall down by Vflex. The shift creates a staggered band
alignment with VBM on the outer tube and CBM on the
inner after a threshold diameter of n = 40, as can be seen from
Figure 3b. The bands of the isolated tubes are also plotted in
Figure 3b, with shift of −Vflex applied, showing that the model
describes the (n − 18,0)@(n,0) tubes well. This noninteracting
case can, for instance, be achieved if one separates the inner

and outer tube by growing a h-BN tube in between, thereby
isolating the two tubes.
The band offset is smaller in (n − 9,0)@(n,0) tubes, and

using the above model the band crossing would occur at n ∼
20. In reality for (n − 9,0)@(n,0) systems, however, this
simple picture is altered due to the interwall interaction, as can
be seen from Figure 4a, which shows the calculated band edge
positions in actual DWCNT. The most important difference
with the model neglecting interwall interactions is the shift of
the threshold diameter at which the crossing of the conduction
bands located on different walls takes place toward larger n.
Above this threshold diameter, the flexoelectric voltage and

interwall interactions convert the normal straddling-gap band
alignment of Figure 4a into a staggered-gap system. We verified
the charge transfer state by plotting the spatial distribution of
the band edge states in a (23,0)@(32,0) DWCNT, as shown in
Figure 4b, where one can see that the VBM is mainly located
on the outer tube and the CBM on the inner one. In contrast,
at small diameters band edges are mostly derived from the
outer tube, as seen in Figure 4b, showing (14,0)@(23,0). The
DWCNT with large diameters are of less practical interest as
they exhibit a collapsed metastable state at D > 27 Å and
become fully collapsed at D > 56 Å.11 The difference between
interacting and noninteracting tubes is due to interwall
coupling. We find that in (n − 9,0)@(n,0) systems there is
significant charge transfer from outer tube to inner tube due to
hybridization of orbitals located on different walls (Figure 4c).
The inner tube is negatively charged compared to the outer
tube and the system again behaves as a cylindrical capacitor.
But now, the electrostatic potential developed due to the
charge transfer dipole counteracts the effect of the flexoelectric
voltage. We calculated this counteracting voltage (Figure 4d)
and name it Vhyb, that is, voltage developed due to orbital
hybridization interactions between the tubes. A good fit of Vhyb
is obtained with the analytical formula for potential difference
in a cylindrical capacitor, as shown in Figure 4d. The nature of
the hybridization between the electronic states of the two tubes
is similar to interactions in bilayer graphene but with a net
charge transfer due to wall curvature. The charge transfer
dipole counteracts the effect of the flexoelectric voltage on the
band edge positions and a staggered band alignment is
obtained above a threshold diameter. The (n,0)@(m,0)

Figure 3. Alignment of Kohn−Sham bands in noninteracting double-wall nanotubes. (a) The band gaps of individual isolated walls, represented by
SWCNT, are inversely proportional to their diameters, yielding straddling (type I) band alignment. (b) In noninteracting DWCNT, flexoelectric
voltage of the outer wall yields staggered (type II) bands in DWCNTs after a threshold diameter n = 40.
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DWCNTs considered in our study have weak intertube
coupling and Vhydrid can be treated as a correction to Vflex.
One should keep in mind though that in the case of special
incommensurate chiral DWCNTs12,13 with strong interlayer
coupling the simple model of type-I or type-II band alignment
might not be applicable. In particular, the special localized
insulating coupling conditions arise in the near zigzag−zigzag
DWCNTs but not in pure zigzag considered here. In such
DWCNTs, including a BN nanotube as a spacer can be used to
reduce interlayer coupling but it might also weaken the charge
transfer rate and further optimization would be required.
To detect the charge-transfer state, we have performed

extensive calculations of electronic and optical spectra beyond
the DFT level for a range of semiconducting zigzag SWCNT
and DWCNT with diameters up to 25 Å, corresponding to the
(32,0) outer nanotube, for DWCNT ranging from (7,0)
@(16,0) to (23,0)@(32,0). Since quantitative position of the
crossover is sensitive to band gap, DFT was followed by
G0W0

14 calculations to correct for gap underestimation, which
was in turn followed by Bethe−Salpeter equation (BSE)
calculations to account for electron−hole interactions as well
as to determine optical strengths of transitions.
The main result of this work is presented in Figure 5. Blue

circles and green triangles represent G0W0 quasiparticle band
gaps of SWCNT and DWCNT, respectively. For DWCNT, the
size is defined by the diameter of the outer wall. In the middle

part of the plot, the points are seen to be converging toward
each other with DWCNT gaps being slightly larger. The
difference can be attributed to interwall screening,15 similar, for
example, to substrate screening effects in transition metal
chalcogenides on graphene.16 However, for the two largest
tubes, (31,0) and (32,0), the DWCNT gap is smaller than that
of the SWCNT, indicating the transition to staggered gap.
The transition is even more obvious from the analysis of

optical spectra of DWCNT. Red diamonds in Figure 5 denote
the optical gaps, lowest-energy bright transitions, of DWCNT.
These are due to the A11 exciton of the outer wall, and nearly
coincide in energy with the corresponding transitions in
SWCNT, shown with black squares. At the same time,
DWCNT optical spectra contain a dark state formed by the
valence and conduction bands located on different walls,
shown by orange triangles. For the diameters larger than 24 Å,
this charge-transfer state lies below the optical gap, providing a
driving force for carrier splitting. Our calculations yield a 103−
105 lower brightness compared to the outer-wall exciton, which
is expected from the small overlap of electron and hole wave
functions localized on different walls.
Thus, our calculations confirm the prediction of the dark

charge-transfer state in large-diameter DWCNT. In addition to
the calculations reported in Figure 5, we analyzed pure and
hybrid DFT calculations (as well as a set of G0W0 calculations
with coarser Brillouin zone samplings but higher basis set
cutoffs), all of which predicted the transition to happen at a
somewhat lower diameter ∼23 Å corresponding to the (29,0)
outer tube. In practice, we expect the transition not to be
perfectly sharp but somewhat diffuse with both straddling- and
staggered-gap tubes in the immediate vicinity of the critical
diameter since there are some variations of SWCNT band gaps
around the 1/R asymptotic. These manifest themselves in
Figure 5 as the two “families” of zigzag tubes.
So far we have not mentioned the low-lying charge-transfer

state seen in Figure 5 on the left (below 14 Å diameter). While
it is of little practical importance, it warrants a brief digression
to prevent confusion. This point represents the (8,0)@(17,0)
system in which the inner tube is extremely narrow. In such
thin zigzag tubes, the band gap is formed by a single-
degenerate state that is derived from the M point of the
graphene Brillouin zone. Normally, this state lies deep in the
conduction band but is sensitive to the extreme wall
curvature,17 causing the band to be below the two K point
states that normally comprise the edge of the conduction
band.10 Because of this effect, the band gaps of (8,0) and
(17,0) tubes are approximately equal and thus even a slightest
bias can create a staggered band alignment. For the (7,0)
@(16,0) system, the situation is even more extreme with the
band gap of the inner wall so small that the band gap is
completely broken in DWCNT. Both examples were
“accidentally” discovered in DFT calculations that employed
zigzag tubes as a computationally efficient model of generic
semiconducting tubes.18 However, it is important to remember
that the effect that causes this conduction band crossover
applies exclusively to small-diameter zigzag inner tubes17 and,
indeed, there are only two such tubes that are semiconducting:
(7,0) and (8,0). In stark contrast, the general flexoelectric
effect discovered in this work should apply universally to all
semiconducting DWCNT above the critical diameter.
The present work adds flexoelectric voltage to the long list of

outstanding properties of carbon nanotubes. While we are not
aware of any direct detection in nanotubes, C60 has been

Figure 4. Charge transfer and band alignment in double wall
nanotubes. (a) In interacting DWCNT, staggered-gap electronic
structure and a charge-transfer excited state below the optical gap
exists in sufficiently large DWCNT. (b) Band decomposed charge
density showing that the CBM and VBM states are localized on the
outer tube in (14,0)@(23,0) DWCNT, whereas in (23,0)@(32,0)
DWCNT the CBM is localized on the inner tube and VBM on the
outer, thereby forming a staggered band alignment. (c) Isocharge plot
showing significant charge transfer from the outer tube to the inner
tube. (d) The charge transfer results in a cylindrical capacitor with the
inner tube being negatively charged. The voltage difference (Vhyb)
developed due to the charge transfer is plotted as a function of the
outer tube diameter and a good fit with the analytical formula is
obtained. ΔV is the potential difference between the inside and
outside of the DWCNT, whereas Vflex is the flexoelectric voltage
resulting from isolated tubes.
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reported to have a peculiar delocalized s-type anionic state19

that implies existence of the flexoelectric potential well inside
closed sp2-carbon shells. The charge separation predicted in
DWCNTs will lead to a long exciton lifetime which is desirable
in optoelectronics and photovoltaics. However, these excitons
must be dissociated into free carriers for possible applications.
To reduce the binding energy, the nanotubes can be embedded
in a high dielectric medium. Since the exciton binding energy
(EB) in nanotubes scales20 with the dielectric constant (ε) of
the embedded medium as EB α ε−1.4, a medium with ε > 27 can
reduce EB by 2 orders of magnitude. A high dielectric constant
oxide21 can thus be used as an embedding medium to reduce
the binding energy of excitons in DWCNTs and thermal
energy will be sufficient to dissociate them into free carriers

required for photovoltaics. Even if the energies involved turn
out to be below the most useful range for practical
photovoltaic applications, this type of band structure may be
useful for IR optoelectronic applications or observation of
other interesting physical effects such as Coulomb drag or
exciton condensation.22−24 In systems with spatially separated
electrons and holes, the maximum energy gap Δ in the single-
particle excitation spectrum is achieved when the interwall
distance is smaller than exciton radius, potentially yielding
measurable transition temperatures.22 DWCNT could thus
hold promise for exhibiting exciton condensation. Single-
DWCNT optical experiments with reliable wall type assign-
ment have only recently become possible and are already
yielding interesting information,25 and recent progress in
DWCNT synthesis and sorting26 makes research into their
optical properties especially timely. As a last note, we point out
that boron nitride (BN) nanotubes can be considered an

intermediate case between pristine and functionalized nano-
tubes considered here, as the BN layer undergoes buckling
upon bending with B+ shifting inward relative to N−,27

producing polarization without adsorption of extrinsic species.
Nanotubes of other polar materials, especially those that
already have out-of-plane bonds such as silica,28,29 could
demonstrate an even stronger effect.
In summary, we predict and confirm with first-principles

calculations the existence of a flexoelectric voltage between the
inner channel of carbon nanotubes and the outside due to
breaking of the π-orbital symmetry by wall curvature. The
flexoelectric voltage in SWCNT may eventually find catalytic
or ionic applications. DWCNT are even more promising: a
simple model based on asymptotics of nanotube band gap and
the flexoelectric voltage leads us to predict a transition from
straddling to staggered band structure above a threshold
diameter, above which the lowest excited state is a dark charge-
transfer exciton. High-level first-principles calculations support
this prediction and place the quantitative value of the diameter
threshold at around 2.5 nm. We also demonstrate that
adsorbing electronegative or electropositive atoms on the
nanotube surface can create substantial voltages of either sign
and up to 3 V in absolute magnitude. Besides carbon
nanotubes, various aspects of present findings apply to other
tubular systems, most notably, nanotubes of BN, MoS2, and so
forth, or their coaxial hybrids with SWCNT or among
themselves, similar to planar heterobilayers.24

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

DFT calculations for Figures 1, 3 and 4 were performed using
Quantum-ESPRESSO30 with the PBE density functional,31,32

48 k-points for Brillouin zone sampling, and 60 (70) Ry basis
set cutoff for pure (functionalized) nanotubes. Calculations for
Figure 5 were performed using VASP.33,34 Initial geometries
were obtained by relaxation with the PBEsol functional35 and a
400 eV plane-wave cutoff, followed by LDA+G0W0 calculations
with a 300 eV DFT cutoff and 75 eV GW cutoff, and 24
frequency-axis points. To ensure convergence of dielectric
matrix, 48 k-points had to be used. BSE calculations were
performed using 32 bands (16 in valence and conduction band
each). Additional calculations of electronic structure were
performed with the HSE hybrid functional36,37 with a 400 eV
cutoff and 6 k-points. Additional G0W0 calculations were done
with 250/150 DFT/GW cutoff, 48 frequency points, and 6 k-
points. Projector-augmented wave basis sets were used
throughout.38,39
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During the peer review of the manuscript, a synthesis of hybrid
nested (like SWCNT@BN@MoS2) 1D van der Waals
heterostructures was reported,40 where the curvature of
cylinders and the resulting band offsets, discussed above,
must play significant role.41
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